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PROGRAM

I. Motivation Through Solo Literature

Imagination
Elizabeth Shafer

Robert Vandall

Stuck on C
Rachel Bailey

Robert Vandall

Prelude #8
Brian Nguyen

Robert Vandall

Splashing in the Brook
William Gillock

Aaliya Islam

Melody Bober

Sailboats
Jayme Wong

Ruth Perdew

Olde English Dance
Leonor Camarena

The Lion Roars
Leonor Camarena

The Jasmine Flower
Ruhani Alam

Timothy Brown

Popcorn
Breana Bauman

Lynn Olson

Castle Days
Lauren Sahakian

Kathleen Massoud

Bagatelle
Elizabeth Shafer

James Hook

The Orphan
Cedric Boehler-Bosch

J.L. Streabbog

Spinning Song
Ruhani Alam

Albert Ellmenreich

Avalanche
Olivia Choi

Stephen Heller

The Bandit
Cedric Boehler-Bosch

Béla Bartók

Spider's Spinning Song
Hannah Hathaway

Melody Bober

II. Motivation Through Duet and Ensemble Experiences

Land of the Silver Birch
Traditional Canadian

Marissa Rich and Sara Swim

III. Motivation Through the Use of Technology

Ode to Joy
Beethoven, Arr. Faber

Marissa Rich

The Clock Shop
Leonor Camarena

Faber

Forest Drums
Jayme Wong

Faber

Blues Prelude
Kevin Finley

Bill Boyd

Celebration!
Emily Roberts

Dennis Alexander

A Neat Beat
Lauren Sahakian

Martha Mier

IV. Motivation Through Group Interaction

Major/Minor Tic-Tac-Toe

Showtime: Fantasia in D Major
Georg Philipp Telemann

Hannah Hathaway

* * * * * * * * * *

This recital is given in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree Master of Music in piano pedagogy/ performance. Sara Jane Swim is a pedagogy student of Janice Thompson.

In respect for the performers and those audience members around you, please turn all beepers, cell phones, watches to their silent mode. Thank you.
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